We study the Hessian of the Yang-Mills-Higgs functional as the self-interaction parameter λ varies and examine how convergence in the configuration space controls the sign of the first eigenvalue at the limit. As an application, we show that the spherically symmetric solutions of 't Hooft and Polyakov are stable for λ in the neighborhood of 0 and that the kernels of their Hessians are precisely the spaces generated by their spatial derivatives.
Introduction
In 1966 Higgs [H] introduced a Lagrangian coupling vector gauge fields with a pair of scalar fields and inducing spontaneous symmetry breaking. In this way, the fields of the model acquired masses, which corresponded to exponential decay. The Yang-Mills-Higgs functional E λ on R 3 is the static, classical version of Higgs' functional and describes massive particles with magnetic charge. These are the magnetic monopoles. The massive components of the Higgs field Φ have mass bounded by √ λ, for λ a parameter in the functional.
The Prasad-Sommerfield limit of the theory is obtained by setting λ = 0. Inevitably, at this limit some exponential decay is lost. The idea is that information at the limit ought to propagate to the λ = 0 case, and trying to substantiate this has been the main motivation for this paper. A unique feature of the λ = 0 limit is that the minima satisfy first order equations, the Bogomo'lnyi equations that, of course, imply the second order variational equations for λ = 0. In fact, Prasad and Sommerfield gave closed form solutions for these minima when the magnetic charge is 1. For λ = 0 it is now known that there exist minimal solutions for any magnetic charge [JT] , as well as non-minimal solutions of arbitrarily high energy [T3] .
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On the other hand, spherically symmetric solutions of the variational equations of E λ , for any λ ≥ 0, were suggested by 't Hooft and Polyakov [tH] , [P] . For each λ these are obtained by minimizing E λ amongst all spherically symmetric configurations. For λ = 0 the 't Hooft-Polyakov solutions are precisely the Prasad-Sommerfiled solutions of the Bogomol'nyi equations and hence minima.
It has however not been known whether for λ > 0 the 't Hooft-Polyakov solutions are minima, either global or local. In fact, it is still not known whether each component of the configuration space does have minima of E λ , just as it does for E 0 . Even more mysteriously, a minimum over all components exists in an as yet unknown component [ST] . The main application of this paper is:
Theorem 5.6 For positive λ in a neighborhood of 0 the 't Hooft Polyakov spherically symmetric solution is stable. The kernel of the corresponding Hessian consists entirely of translation modes.
Stability here is the same as in [BL] : the index of the Hessian Q λ at the solution c λ is zero. However, the methods here provide control also on the Kernel of Q λ . Therefore the absence of energy decreasing directions is also established.
In general, minimizers amongst suitably symmetric configurations will always be critical points. However they will not necessarily be minimizers (either local or global) over all configurations. For an energy functional where the spherically symmetric minimizer is overall unstable see the Skyrmion functional in [WB] .
The proof of the main result has two parts:
1. It is first shown that c λ converges to c 0 in the configuration space and therefore for small λ the difference between the Hessians Q λ and Q 0 is small. This convergence follows from energy bounds and control of the first derivatives of the fields.
It is then shown that if v is orthogonal to the translation modes of the λ-solution for
some small λ, then v will stay almost orthogonal to the kernel of Q 0 . For this one needs control on the second derivatives of the fields. Although for different λ's the Q λ 's are defined on different Hilbert spaces, the convergence of step (1) allows isomorphisms between them and therefore orthogonality will always be with respect to the same inner product. This step is formalized by defining "subspaces containing the kernel of Q 0 at the limit".
With these established, if v is a decreasing direction for E λ it would also have to be decreasing for E 0 , by (1). Since the λ = 0 solution is a minimum, Q 0 has no negative eigenvalues. What could still happen is that v could end up in the kernel of Q 0 . This cannot happen by (2).
Section 2 describes the set-up. Section 3 presents the main results for quadratic forms in general. Section 4 applies section 3 to the Yang-Mills-Higgs Hessians. Section 5 applies section 4 to spherically symmetric solutions.
All estimates needed for steps (1) and (2) above for the spherically symmetric solutions are first outlined in 6 and then provided in sections 7 to 10. The estimates are then put together in Section 11. Section 12 presents some arguments for all λ, not necessarily close to 0.
The estimates obtained for spherically symmetric solutions are uniform in λ and sharper than the estimates known to hold for arbitrary critical points of the Yang-Mills-Higgs functional, [JT] . Some effort has been made to keep control of the range of λ for which the statements are valid. The first restriction appears in Proposition 9.1, where λ has to be chosen so that a certain coefficient is negative. The second restriction happens in Step 2 of Proposition 10.1, where bounds needed for certain norms to be uniformly bounded do not come as a direct consequence of bounded energies.
As usual, C will denote a generic constant, with value possibly changing from line to line.
Set-up
The classical Yang-Mills-Higgs action functional E λ with self-interaction parameter λ ≥ 0 is defined by
on pairs c = (A, Φ). Here A is a connection on the SU(2) bundle SU(2) × R 3 over R 3 . Φ is a section of the associated bundle E with fibre the Lie Algebra su(2),
is the curvature of the connection A:
and d A the covariant derivative of Φ with respect to the connection A
All inner products are with respect to the Killing inner product on su(2) and the standard metric on R 3 .
The Prasad-Sommerfeld limit is the corresponding functional for λ = 0:
defined on the configuration spacê
equipped with the L 2 1,loc topology intersected with the topology that makes d A Φ 2 and F A 2 continuous. With respect to this topology,Ĉ consists of countably many connected components labeled by the integer monopole number
Now for any λ, all configurations (A, Φ) with E λ (A, Φ) < ∞ clearly lie inĈ. However, the third term in E λ (A, Φ) is not always finite for c inĈ. For this, definê
and consider on it the topology it acquires as a subset ofĈ.
In addition, E λ , λ ≥ 0 is invariant under the action of the gauge group
where
In reality then E 0 and E λ are defined on the quotients
respectively. It follows from Part 1 of Theorem 5.5 below that C + is not closed in C.
To define the space of infinitesimal perturbations at c = (A, Φ) in C, start by defining H c to be the completion of C ∞ 0 sections with respect to the inner product norm
which allows for finite E 0 directions only, c.f. [T2] . In addition the norm also fixes the behavior of Φ at infinity by excluding the directions
With respect to the L 2 -inner product the (a, φ)'s that are perpendicular to the gauge orbit of c = (A, Φ) must satisfy
However, since all L 2 2,loc gauge transformations are allowed, for λ = 0 the Kernel of ∂ c still contains a gauge direction, namely (d A Φ, 0). Hence for λ = 0 the space of admissible perturbations at c will be isometric to
where ⊥ c indicates perpendicularity with respect to <, > c . It is a fact that with these conventions C can be thought of as a Banach manifold with tangent space T c C, see [F] .
If E λ (A, Φ) < ∞ it will be useful to distinguish those directions in T c C that keep E λ finite.
For this, define the subspace of T c C
It is also a fact that in this way C + also a Banach manifold with tangent space T c C + , see [D1] .
The variational equations for λ ≥ 0 are the Yang-Mills-Higgs equations
Note that for λ = 0 the functional can be written as
for N defined by (1), which shows why for the unique case λ = 0 the minima in each connected component satisfy the first order Bogomo'lnyi equation
For any c = (A, Φ) in C, the second derivative of the energy E λ defines a bilinear form on
Calculate that
and the corresponding quadratic form
The importance of Q c λ becomes clear when one writes the Taylor expansion of E λ :
Then if c is a critical point, v's on which Q c λ (v) is negative correspond to energy decreasing directions. According to Lemma 6.6 of [T1] this corresponds to eigenvectors with negative eigenvalue with respect to the norm above.
The aim now will be to investigate the behavior of Q c i λ as c i tends to c 0 in C, especially when the c i 's are in C + but the limit c 0 lies in C \ C + . For this it is useful to digress from the Yang-Mills-Higgs Theory for a while and investigate some properties of quadratic forms in general.
Quadratic Forms
LetQ : H × H → R be a symmetric bilinear form on a Hilbert space (H, <, >) with
for v in H. If Q is a quadratic form, thenQ will denote the unique (by the polarization identity) symmetric bilinear form that satisfies (4). 
one needs only consider those v's that make Q negative and are perpendicular to KerQ.
Recall that a quadratic form is weakly lower semi- 
Proof. Since v 0 is a critical point for Q on the unit sphere of X there is Lagrange multiplier µ such that
The following Proposition shows that if Q is non-negative then Property ( †) guarantees that 0 is at most an isolated point of its spectrum. (The Yang-Mills-Higgs Hessian at the spherically symmetric solution at λ = 0 is non-negative and satisfies ( †), see Section 4.)
Proof. Assume to the contrary that 
By (2) of Property ( †), Q is also weekly lower semi-continuous. Therefore Q(v 0 ) = 0 by the assumption. Now use Lemma 3.2 to have that for any v in (KerQ) 
The following shows that the uniform convergence on the unit sphere and the existence of "kernel-subspaces containing kernel at the limit", along with some fairly mild assumptions, guarantee that if zero is an isolated point of the spectrum of Q 0 then it is an isolated point 
Then there exists ε > 0 such that whenever 0 < λ < ε then
Now use Definition 3.4 and (4) to choose η such that 0 < λ < η gives a v of norm 1
To see that N λ = KerQ λ , merely note that
Application to the Yang-Mills-Higgs Hessians
This section will demonstrate that the conditions required for the results of the previous sections hold for Yang-Mills-Higgs hessians.
Start by recalling that as in [T2] , the Yang-Mills-Higgs Hessian for λ = 0 can be written
where <, > is the L 2 inner product on R 3 . 
whenever Q is continuous at 0. The continuity of the quadratic form at hand follows from equation (5) and from the estimates
For the proof that
see Lemma B6.4 of [T2] . The proof of the uniform continuity follows along similar lines and is left to the reader.
For (2), write the Hessian as in (5) so that
For ε < 1 the first term in the right hand side is clearly weakly lower semi-continuous. For the remaining terms, following section VI. of [T2] , note that the finite energy of (A, Φ) and the estimates of part (1) of this Proposition imply that for any δ > 0 there exists r > 0 such that on the complement of the ball of radius r the following are true:
From these it is standard to show that the last two terms of (6) With this understood, and after equipping all T c 's for c in a sufficiently small neighborhood of c 0 in C with the c 0 -inner product, it makes sense to compare the Hessians using the c 0 -norm:
Proof. Simply calculate that for some constant C depending only on c 0
(This is statement (5) of Proposition A.4.3. of [T3] .)
When λ is not zero the Hessian Q λ will be defined on T C + rather than the whole of T C.
The following shows that, due to the rather remarkable fact that the only part of φ that matters for the λ-terms of Q λ is the part that is orthogonal to Φ in the Lie Algebra, the c 0 -norm suffices to control the Q λ Hessian from below even when λ = 0. 
Now for u = (a, φ) with u c 0 = 1 estimate as follows:
where C R is a constant depending only on R. 
Now

Application to the spherically symmetric monopole solutions
This section argues that the conditions of Theorem 4.4 are satisfied when c λ is the sequence of spherically symmetric solutions of the variational equations for E λ .
In [tH] and [P], 't Hooft and Polyakov suggested spherically symmetric solutions for the three-dimensional Yang-Mills-Higgs equations. With respect to the standard basis e a , a = 1, 2, 3 of su(2) their Ansatz reads
When evaluated on configurations of this form, the Yang-Mills-Higgs functional with selfinteraction parameter λ reduces to the one-dimensional integral
Further assume the boundary conditions
(8)
which, although stronger than finite action, are satisfied by any finite action critical point for λ > 0, see [M] . Therefore for λ > 0 there is no loss of generality under these conditions.
For λ = 0 the asymptotic behavior of H r is ad hoc.
At a critical point (K λ , H λ ) of E λ , the variational equation
for all h, k of compact support, yields the following system of non-linear, second order, ordinary differential equations
The 't Hooft-Polyakov Ansatz has fixed gauge so that solutions are smooth.
For rigorous proofs (of various degrees of generality) of the existence of such spherically symmetric solutions for any λ ≥ 0, see [TFS] , [RFS] , [R] and [D2] . What is important to recall at this point is that for each λ, the 't Hooft-Polyakov solution is obtained by minimizing E λ over all (K, H) of the form above. For the remainder of this paper, and for λ ≥ 0,
will denote this solution.
Crucial in what follows is the explicit solution of (YMH 1-2) for λ = 0, found by Prasad and Sommerfield:
That the 't Hooft-Polyakov spherically symmetric solution c 0 is precisely this Prasad-Sommerfiled solution was proved in [M] . Note that although E 0 (c 0 ) is finite, E λ (c 0 ) is not finite for λ > 0.
Observe that for each λ ≥ 0 the space S λ is always in the Kernel of Q 
Proof. Recall that the magnetic charge
is a constant on each path component of C and differentiate it twice to get the identity
Therefore,
Now use equation (9) to replace the last and third-from-the-end terms in the right hand side by 
(a, φ) is zero if and only if
But this is exactly the linearization of equation (2), i.e. the only zero directions are the directions tangent to the moduli space of charge 1 minima. With the conventions of section 2 the main result in [M] gives that the dimension of this moduli space is 3. 
Furthermore,
Corollary 5.7. There is λ 0 such that for λ ≤ λ 0 , the Yang-Mills-Higgs functional E λ has no decreasing directions at (A λ , Φ λ ).
Proof. Use equation (3).
6. Outline of proof of Theorem 5.5
Proof of Part 1. of Theorem 5.5
According to the definition of the topology on C, the following are needed:
I. follows for any compact K if it is true on any sphere centered at 0 of radius b. For this,
and
That the right-hand side of (10) goes to zero as λ goes to 0 is part of Theorem 11.2.
That the right-hand side of (11) goes to zero as λ goes to 0 is part of Theorem 11.1.
II. and III. follow from the fact that for small λ
see part (1) of Proposition A.4.3. of [T4] . To estimate the right-hand side of this, calculate
The right hand side of this is bounded as follows:
That the right hand sides of all the above inequalities go to 0 as λ tends to 0, is proved as Theorems 11.2 and 11.1.
Proof of Part 2. of Theorem 5.5
This follows from Theorem IV.10.1 of [JT] and Lemma 7.2 below.
Proof of Part 3. of Theorem 5.5
This follows immediately from Theorem 6.1. As λ → 0,
Proof of Theorem 6.1
As a matter of a straightforward calculation using that |Φ 0 |(x) < 1, and that |A 0 |(x) < 1,
Now calculate that
That the right hand side of this inequality goes to zero is part of Theorem 11.2.
Also,
That the right hand side of this inequality goes to zero as λ goes to zero is part of Theorem 11.1. Similarly,
That the right hand side of these inequalities goes to zero as λ goes to zero is proved as Theorems 11.2 and 11.1, respectively.
Uniform bounds on the energy
As usual, the first step in the convergence argument for Part 1. of Theorem 5.5 is to show that the part of the energy containing the derivatives of the fields stays uniformly bounded. This is shown in Proposition 7.1 below.
That bounds on the energy imply bounds on derivatives and therefore local convergence is shown as Proposition 7.4 which follows closely arguments in [R] . In this way, Proposition 7.4 is the one-dimensional version of the Uhlenbeck compactness for Yang-Mills-Higgs as in section V. of [T3] .
Proposition 7.1. Let c λ and c λ be 't Hooft-Polyakov solutions for λ and λ respectively, with λ < λ. Then
Proof. First write the functional E λ as
Recall that c λ minimizes E λ amongst all spherically symmetric configurations. Therefore
Similarly, c λ minimizes E λ , therefore
Adding equations (12) and (13) λV
This and the second inequality gives
Now fix some λ 0 > 0 and use Proposition 7.1 in the Lemmata that follow to obtain estimates uniform in λ ≤ λ 0 , without any reference to the equations. Set
The following two lemmata follow [R] . The first uses the term in the energy involving the derivative of H λ to obtain bounds on H λ .
Lemma 7.2. For all r > 0, and for all λ in [0, λ 0 ]:
Proof. For 0 < r < R < ∞,
Taking R → ∞ gives (14). Then (15) follows immediately from (14).
The following uses the term in the energy involving the derivative of K to obtain estimates on K.
Lemma 7.3. There is constant c B(λ
for all r ≥ 0 and for all λ in [0, λ 0 ].
Proof. As before, for 0 < x < y
To bound the integral in the last term use inequality 15 of Lemma 7.2 to fix r 0 > 2B(λ 0 ) such that for all r ≥ r 0
Now use the third term in the energy to have
for r 0 ≤ x ≤ y. Therefore for such x and y
and, using the boundary condition for K as x → ∞,
which proves the statement for y ≥ r 0 . For when 0 ≤ y ≤ r 0 note that
with |K λ (r 0 )| itself bounded by (16). 
and note that Lemma 7.3 and the first term in the energy give that for any b > 0 and all
and note that Lemma 7.2 and the second term in the energy give that for any a > 0 and for
Therefore both K λ 1 and 1 − H λ (r) r 2 are bounded for λ ≤ λ 0 , therefore any sequence has weakly convergent subsequence as λ → 0. To see that these limits are (K 0 , H 0 ) for all sequences, note that since (K λ , H λ ) solve (YMH1-2) for λ, the weak limit as λ → 0 solves (YMH1-2) for λ = 0. Then use the uniqueness of the spherically symmetric solution for λ = 0, see [M] .
By the standard embedding theorems these limits are strong in C 0 and therefore pointwise.
Estimates Uniform in λ for K λ
First the comparison method is used to obtain exponential decay for K λ , uniform in λ and on domains of the form [r 0 , ∞), for r 0 independent of λ.
As before, B(λ 0 ) = E 0 (c λ 0 ) for some fixed λ 0 . Proof. By (15) of Lemma 7.2, for all r ≥ max{2, 2B(λ 0 )}
Also note that the limit
exists (and it is equal to 1) by Lemma 7.2.
Now let
be the comparison function, for α to be determined. The claim here is that there exists r 0 ≥ max{2, 2B(λ 0 )} such that for all r ≥ r 0 and for all λ
When this is the case, choose α > 0 depending on c B of Lemma 7.3 so that
Then conditions (17), (18), (19) and (20) allow the maximum principle, [JT] , to be applied and yield
for r ≥ r 0 and λ ≤ λ 0 .
To check that (19) indeed holds, first note that by (YMH 1-2) (19) is equivalent to
which in turn is equivalent to
For the last inequality to hold it is enough that:
By (15) of Lemma 7.2 it is enough to take r 0 > 2 + B(λ 0 ) 2 + 1.
Now it is easy to obtain estimates for K λ and K λ .
Lemma 8.2. The estimate of the previous proposition is also valid for K λ and K λ for possibly different values of α.
Proof. For all r > 1 and for all λ ≤ λ 0
by (15) of Lemma 7.2 and Lemma 7.3. Then, for a new α (YMH-1) gives
for r ≥ r 0 where r 0 is specified in Proposition 8.1.
This, and the finite energy condition give that ∞] . ¿From this it is standard to conclude that lim r→∞ K λ (r) = 0, see for example [JT] , page 86. Using this, 
Replacing H λ from (YMH-2) yields
Now let
to be the test function. The aim is to show that there exist α > 0 and r 0 > 0 such that
for all r ≥ r 0 and for all λ in an appropriate range. The term −e −r in the formula of s seems to be necessary for the maximum principle and it is imposed by the form of (21). By 
Proof. Repeat the proof of 9.1 for the same u λ but now change the comparison function to
where α is specified below.
Again, Lemma 7.2 and Proposition 8.1 give for any λ smaller than some λ 0
Now set λ 0 = 1 8 and choose r 0 > 0 such that
for all r ≥ r 0 , and λ in [0, 1/8). Finally, choose α > 0 such that
Here are two immediate applications of the last proposition. Proof. Recall that on one dimension functions in L 2 1 are zero at infinity, see Proposition 7.5 of [JT] . To use this, estimate that for the L 2 norm on [r 0 , ∞), for r 0 as in Proposition 9.2
since the first term on the right hand side is part of the energy and the second term is finite by 9.2 for λ < 1/8.
For the derivative of H λ − 1 estimate using (YMH-2)
For the first term of the right hand side recall Proposition 8.1 and that |H λ (r)| < r, see
Theorem 10.1 of [JT] . For the second term use Proposition 9.1 and that
Now estimate the behavior of H λ at infinity.
Proposition 9.5. For every p ∈ (3/2, 2) there exist r 0 , α > 0 such that
for all r ≥ r 0 and for all λ in [0, 1/8).
where to make the last inequality valid α will have to be greater than 1. Since the L ∞ (0, ∞)-norm of v λ is uniformly bounded for λ in any bounded interval by Proposition 7.1 and Theorem IV.11.1 of [JT] , such that s(r 0 ) ± v λ (r 0 ) > 0 for all λ ∈ [0, 1/8).
10. Estimates uniform in λ for H λ and K λ at 0
The next proposition describes the behavior of H λ and K λ near zero. The technique here is an adaptation to uniform estimates of the technique in [R] for individual ones. This gives
which integrated from r to 1 gives that
The estimate for K λ follows.
Proof of Lemma 10.2
Choose a constant B > 0 such that for all λ ∈ Λ 
+2ε.
The last expression becomes smaller that 8ε if λ is small enough, by the uniform convergence of K λ to K 0 and H λ to H 0 on the interval [r 1 , r 0 ]. Since ε was arbitrary, this finishes the proof.
For (4), let ε > 0 be arbitrary, fix 3/2 < p < 2 and choose r 0 > 0 be the maximum of the r 0 in Proposition 9.5 and the r 0 which satisfies: It is the intention of the authors to substantiate these claims in a paper currently in progress.
